CHSAA Legislative Council Committee Report Amendment
January 30, 2014

CLOC Committee Report
(requires majority vote for approval)

ADM-2c - CLOC – VALOR CHRISTIAN

Delete: Valor Christian High School will be placed in the Jeffco 5A league.
Add: Valor Christian High School will be placed in the Jeffco 4A league.

Rationale: It creates a competitive advantage to a school when they are allowed to participate in a higher classification than what they declare for post-season, i.e. competing in the 5A for league play, then moving to 4A for playoff competition.

Where the option exists for a school to compete in both league play and post-season play within the same classification, that option should be exercised. Jeffco provides such an option.

Pros: Provides a competitive fairness to all teams within the classification.

Cons: Affected team may desire to play in higher classification.